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ABSTRACT� Disco is a mediator system developed at INRIA for accessing heteroge�

neous data sources over the Internet� In Disco� mediators accept queries from users�

process them with respect to wrappers� and return answers� Wrapper provide access

to underlying sources� To e�ciently process queries� the mediator performs cost�based

query optimization� In a heterogeneous distributed database� cost�estimate based query

optimization is di�cult to achieve because the underlying data sources do not export

cost information� Disco�s approach relies on combining a generic cost model with spe�

ci�c cost information exported by wrappers� In this paper� we propose a validation of

Disco�s cost model based on experimentation with real Web data sources� This vali�

dation shows the e�ciency of our generic cost model as well as the e�ciency of more

specialized cost functions�

KEY WORDS � Heterogeneous Distributed Database� Query optimization� Cost model�

Experimentation

R�ESUM�E� Disco est un syst�eme de m�ediation developp�e �a l�INRIA pour acc�eder �a des

sources de donn�ees h�et�erog�enes r�eparties sur Internet� Dans Disco� l�utilisateur pose

des requ	etes au m�ediateur� Le m�ediateur traite les requ	etes en acc�edant aux donn�ees

via les adaptateurs� et retourne la r�eponse �a l�utilisateur� Pour 	etre e�cace le m�edia�

teur optimise les requ	etes en se basant sur l�estimation de leur co	ut� L�estimation du

co	ut est di�cile car les sources h�et�erog�enes n�exportent pas d�information de co	ut� La

solution apport�ee avec Disco consiste �a combiner un mod�ele de co	ut g�en�erique avec

des informations de co	ut export�ees par les adaptateurs pour permettre au m�ediateur

d�estimer le co	ut des requ	etes h�et�erog�enes� Dans cet article� nous proposons une vali�

dation du mod�ele de co	ut de Disco par une exp�erimentation sur des sources de donn�ees

r�eelles accessibles sur le Web� Cette validation montre l�e�cacit�e de notre mod�ele de

co	ut g�en�erique ainsi que l�e�cacit�e de fonctions de co	ut plus sp�ecialis�ees�

MOTS�CL�ES � Base de donn�ees distribu�ee h�et�erog�ene� Optimisation de requ	etes� Mod�ele

de co	ut� Exp�erimentation
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� Introduction

The concept of a mediator �Wie��� has been proposed as a good basis for giving
integrated views of multiple heterogeneous data sources� Declarative queries
upon the views have to be processed e�ciently by the mediator� The work des�
cribed in this paper is part of the Disco �TRV�	
 TRV��� project at INRIA�
Disco has a mediator based architecture for accessing heterogeneous distribu�
ted databases � �OV���� The architecture consists of data sources that provide
raw data
 wrappers that provide interfaces to data sources
 mediators that pro�
vide declarative query access to multiple wrappers
 and clients that provide
queries to mediators and accept answers returned from mediators� Several pro�
jects follow a similar architecture e�g� Garlic �C���
 R�OH���
 DIOM �LP���

HERMES �SAB����
 COIN �B����
 IRO�DB �GFF���
 MiroWeb �FGL���� ��

Declarative access in the form of queries on data sources gives a degree of
freedom to the mediator to determine the best plan for the execution of the
query� From a declarative query
 the mediator can generate multiple access
plans involving local operations at the data source level and global ones at the
mediator level� The plans can di�er widely in execution time due to varying
local processing costs
 communication costs
 and mediator processing costs� The
method for choosing the best plan remains an open issue� In classical database
systems
 the query optimizer generally implements a search strategy using a cost
model� Plans are generated and compared using a cost estimate derived from
database statistics and cost formulas to compute the cost of each operator of the
plan� This approach cannot easily be applied to heterogeneous databases with
multiple data sources because� i� data sources do not report needed statistical
information e�g�
 HTML �les
 object�oriented databases�� ii� cost formulas
for processing an operator e�g�
 selection
 or join� vary radically depending
on the implementation of the wrapper and the underlying data source� iii�
communication costs are di�cult to determine and may vary over time according
to the network or system loads e�g�
 on the Internet��

Various solutions to the cost estimate problem have been proposed in the
past �BGW���
 AHY��
 YC���� Recently
 the calibration approach was intro�
duced in �DKS��� and extended to object systems in �GST�	�� A calibrating
procedure is proposed that estimates the coe�cients of a generic cost model

which can be specialized for a class of systems� This approach has been imple�
mented in Pegasus �SAD���� and in the IRO�DB project �GGT���� The main
problem for calibration appears when a data source does not follow the generic
cost model of these systems which cannot be changed�� We believe that this
situation arises frequently in a heterogeneous environment� Another approach

proposed in the HERMES �ACPS�	� project
 records the cost information for
every query issued to a data source� Cost estimates for new queries are based
on the history of queries issued to a data source� Although very interesting
for uniformly used sources
 the approach is limited for data sources which are
queried with dissimilar predicates or which are rarely queried�
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Disco�s approach relies on combining a generic cost model with speci�c
cost information exported by wrappers �NGT���� The wrapper implementor
speci�es any part of the cost information of the data source
 from nothing to
everything� By default
 the mediator implements its own generic cost model

and when possible
 corrects it with the information imported from the wrappers�
Thus
 the generic cost model is used by the mediator for unknown data source
operations
 while the wrapper cost models provide
 through a standard interface

more accurate cost formulas�

In this paper
 now that the Disco prototype has been implemented
 we
propose a validation of its cost model based on experimentation with real Web
data sources� We prefer a real validation rather than simulation or benchmar�
king which have not yet been devised for mediator systems� The goal is to show
that integrating the cost information of these data sources at the mediator level
yields more e�cient execution plans for practical queries�

The paper is organized as follows� Section � presents Disco�s architecture
and generic cost model� to improve a previous generic multidatabase archi�
tecture� Section � describes how a wrapper provides the necessary statistics

size and cost computation rules� We provide a language for expressing this in�
formation� Section � presents our validation method� Section � describes the
experimental system based on the DBLP and ACMWeb data sources� Section 	
describes our performance experiments� Section � concludes�

� Architecture and generic cost model

In this section
 we introduce and discuss the original features of the architecture
of Disco �TRV��� with overview of the phases and steps required to process a
query� We also introduce the generic cost model of the mediator�

��� Disco architecture

The architecture of Disco has been designed to avoid the drawbacks of he�
terogeneous distributed database systems see Figure ��� First
 the mediator
does not use a uniform query language to communicate with local data source
wrappers� Rather
 low level algebraic operators are used and can be submitted
to local sites according to capabilities information �KTV���� Second
 interac�
tion between the wrapper and mediator occurs in two phases
 the registration
phase and the query processing phase� During the registration phase
 media�
tors contact wrappers and check whether the export schema has been updated
since last download� If yes
 all the information required to use the wrapper is
downloaded� The client dictionary is then updated� Having such dynamic ex�
port schema update procedures is an important feature for a system capable of
handling a large number of data sources� Third
 the mediator does not assume a
uniform cost model for all data sources� Rather
 it handles an extensible generic
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Figure �� The DISCO system architecture�

cost model
 which can be extended with speci�c cost information i�e�
 rules and
parameters� added to the export schema of each source by the local database
administrator�

Disco works as follows� During the registration phase Steps � and �
 the
mediator in response to instructions from the mediator administrator� calls
the wrapper� The wrapper returns a collection of information needed for query
processing� The collection contains the schema of the wrapper re�ecting the
schemas of the underlying data sources
 not shown here�
 capabilities of the
wrapper the set of operations the wrapper can execute�
 and cost information�
Schema and cost information are stored in the mediator catalog� The nature of
the schema and capabilities information and its integration into query processing
is considered elsewhere �KTV���� In this paper we will assume that all wrappers
can execute all operations�� We envision an administrative interface for both the
mediator and wrapper to re�register wrappers� This interface is necessary when
the cost formulas are improved by the wrapper implementor
 or the statistics
become out of date�

In the second phase
 Steps � to 	
 queries are processed� The second phase
typically happens multiple times for every registration phase� In Step �
 the
client issues a query to the mediator and waits for an answer� The mediator
accepts the query and decomposes it into subqueries
 one for each wrapper

and a composition subquery� In Step � the mediator issues the subqueries to
the wrappers and waits for a response� The wrappers process the subqueries
by consulting the associated data sources not shown� and generate subanswers
that are returned to the mediator in Step �� The mediator combines the sub�
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answers by using the composition subquery and generates the �nal answer that
is returned to the client in Step 	� Note that in Disco
 the query in Step � is
declarative
 written in simple object�relational SQL language� The subqueries
of Step � are algebraic and extend the relational logical operators�

To accomplish the translation from Step � to Step �
 the mediator does se�
veral things� It parses the client query
 it transforms the query
 written with
respect to a global view
 into a query over local schemas
 and it optimizes the
query to produce the best query execution plan� The mediator then executes
the best plan
 resulting in Step � and the subsequent steps� During optimiza�
tion
 the mediator estimates the cost of various operations and of entire plans�
The mediator chooses the most speci�c information available as the result of
registering wrappers� As discussed in the introduction
 the best plan depends
on good cost estimates for the subqueries sent to the wrapper� The mechanism
described in this paper results in good cost estimates�

The mediator constructs several plans for the optimization of a query� A plan
consists of a tree of algebraic operators� Although there exist many di�erent
data source managers
 the basic algebraic operators are always the same� typi�
cally they include all operators of a classical object algebra� Thus
 the mediator
algebra covers the following common operators� �� unary operators including
scan
 select
 project
 sort� �� binary operators including join
 union� ��
aggregate operators for elimination of duplicates or computing aggregate func�
tions e�g�
 sum and average�� �� an operator submit that is used to model the
issuing of a subplan to a wrapper�

��� Mediator generic cost model

The role of the mediator optimizer is to select the most e�cient plan among
the alternatives based on the cost estimations� When no speci�c information
are given by wrappers
 the mediator estimates the cost of plans using a cost
model� There are several major components of the cost � CPU cost
 IO cost

and Communication cost�

The cost model depends on time parameters and statistical parameters� We
assume in this paper a uniform communication cost� discrepancy of communica�
tion costs is a subject of future research� Time parameters come in three forms�
the overhead required to start processing TimeFirst
 the time required to deli�
ver each tuple TimeNext
 and the time to get all tuples TotalTime� TimeFirst
accounts for query start up time and
 in particular
 sort operations� TimeNext
gives the average time cost of each tuple� The time is measured in milliseconds�

For unary operators
 the generic cost model of the mediator considers two
cases� sequential scan
 and index scan� The cost formulas are established using
a calibrating approach �GST�	�� These formulas requires the selectivity of a
selection that can be derived from the minimum
 maximum
 and number of
distinct values of the restricted attributes� Furthermore
 to be able to select
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the relevant formula
 the data source must export the presence of indexes on
attributes� In the generic cost model
 clustering is not considered�

For binary operations
 the generic cost model of the mediator considers three
cases � nested loop join
 hash join and dependant join� The dependant join uses
the indexed access to the inner collection� The formulas are those of �GST�	��
When an index is existing
 the dependant join formula is selected
 otherwise
the best of the two others is chosen� Applying these formulas does not require
more information that those de�ne above for selections
 as the join cardinality
can be estimated as ��MaxCountDistinctA�� CountDistinctB��� Thus
 no
further statistics are required for the generic cost model� The same is true for
aggregate computation�

��� Implementation

The implementation of Disco uses Java as the common language for mediator
processing and wrapper processing� The cost formulas exported by wrappers are
implemented as code generated from a compiler of the cost formula language�
The resulting code is shipped to the mediator during the registration phase�

Encapsulating cost functions via code�shipping yields fast evaluation time
for the functions during query optimization� Fast evaluation times are a requi�
rement due to the computational intensity of query optimization� In addition

since cost formulas are shipped during the registration phase
 the loading of
cost formulas does not delay query processing� Finally
 since the shipped code
executes in the process space of the mediator
 the entire library of code in the
mediator including the standard Java library� is available to the wrapper im�
plementor when the cost formulas are de�ned�

� Cost communication language

Local wrappers export data and operations described by the source adminis�
trator using a common object model� To base the system on solid foundations

we selected a subset of CORBA Interface De�nition Language IDL� �OMG���
to specify data source interfaces� To export statistics of collections
 including
cardinality
 selectivity
 object size
 etc�
 we extend the interface body with a
cardinality section� To overcome the limitations of using generic cost formulas
in the mediator query optimizer
 we also add a cost formula section which pro�
vides speci�c formula to the mediator� The cost formula section aims to better
calculate the cost of an algebraic operation
 i�e�
 a node in the query tree�

��� Exporting statistics

The local data sources also export statistics together with interfaces� Statis�
tics are used as parameters in the mediator cost model formulas� Exported

	



statistics are simple
 they describe data sources collections in the same way as
in former calibrating approaches �DKS��
 GST�	�� The wrapper implementor
expresses the statistical properties of a collection through two special methods
attached to each interface description� To distinguish theses two methods from
other possible ones
 we add the keyword cardinality in front of the signatures
of the both methods� The �rst method
 named extent returns the number
CountObject of objects in the extent
 the size TotalSize of the extent in bytes

and the average size ObjectSize of an object in bytes� The second method

named attribute describes
 for a given attribute AttributeName
 a boolean
Indexed indicating the existence of an index
 the number CountDistinct of dis�
tinct values for the attribute in the extent
 and the minimumMin and maximum
Max values for the attribute� Since the minimum and maximum values may
be of various types
 we encode this object in a special polymorphic Constant

object� Figure � shows the two cardinality methods added into the interface
de�nition of employee� The mediator calls the two methods extent and attri�
bute during the interface registration
 and stores the interface statistics in its
catalog�

interface Employee �

attribute Long salary�

attribute String Name�

cardinality

extent�out long CountObject� out long TotalSize�

out long ObjectSize��

attribute�in String AttributeName�

out Boolean Indexed�

out Long CountDistinct�

out Constant Min� out Constant Max�� �

Figure �� An example interface extended with statistics�

��� Exporting formulas

We assume that each data source wrapper is able to provide a basic object
algebra� This is in general not true
 but relaxing this assumption is out of
the scope of this paper� However
 even if implementing standard operators
 a
local data source may implement it in a very speci�c way
 e�g�
 using a bit map
index
 a pointer chasing operator
 or an e�cient clustering algorithm� Thus

the generic cost model of the mediator optimizer will not be valid for this data
source� To overcome this di�culty
 we extend the interface de�nition with an
optional new section to give cost formulas that will override the generic cost
model of the mediator�
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Cardinality of collection R R�CountObject
Size of collection R in bytes R�TotalSize
Average object size in R R�ObjectSize
Index for attribute A R�A�Indexed
Distinct values for attribute A R�A�CountDistinct
Minimum value of attribute A R�A�Min
Maximum value of attribute A R�A�Max

Figure �� Name scheme for statistics in a formula�

A cost formula is either collection oriented or operator oriented� If the cost
formula is included inside the interface de�nition of a particular collection
 it
describes cost functions for operators on that particular collection� If the cost
formula is apart from any interface de�nition
 it describes cost functions that
are not specially related to a particular collection but rather to an operator
 i�e�

the cost formula is valid for all collections of the source that have no collection
speci�c cost formula� We will focus on the second kind of cost formulas� the
�rst kind can be expressed using the same interface by naming explicitly the
collection�

��	�� Cost formula syntax

Cost formulas have the standard mathematical syntax detailed in �NGT����
Wrapper writers may use all the statistics
 from the collection interfaces
 by
simply naming them� The naming convention is based on path expressions
 such
as Collection�Attribute�Statistic
 where Collection is a collection name
 Attribute
is an attribute of the collection
 and Statistic is a term referring to a statistic�
Attribute and Collection may be omitted in non�ambiguous cases� Figure � lists
the variable names for statistics that can be used in a formula�

��	�	 Operator�formula attachment

In addition to writing formulas
 the wrapper implementors indicate the operator
on which a formula apply� We use a rule�based approach to bind each formula
with its associated operator� We describe in the next section how the mediator
matches such rules�

Each rule describes the cost for one operator� A rule is divided into a head
and a body� i� The rule head represents the operator and its arguments �
an argument may be bound to a collection or a predicate
 or may be a free
variable� ii� The rule body is the formula itself � the body may contain more
than one formula depending on how many costs are provided by the wrapper
implementor�
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scan�employee� �
TotalTime � �	
 � Employee�TotalSize � �	

select�R� A � V � �
CountObject � R�CountObject � selectivity�A�V �
TotalSize � CountObject � R�ObjectSize
TotalTime � R�TotalTime � R�TotalSize � 	�

Figure �� Two example rules for computing both time and statistic formulas�

In Figure �
 we show some example rules for a scan operation on the col�
lection employee and a select operation� In the �gure
 employee refers to the
employee collection
 A is a free variable that will be bound to a particular at�
tribute name
 V is a free variable that will be bound to a particular value
 and
selectivity�A� V � refers to an ad�hoc function de�ned by the wrapper im�
plementor
 that could handle
 for example
 histogram statistics �IP��
 PIHS�	��
Variables without a collection name refer to the result of the formula�

Given the plan select�scan�employee�� salary � �
�
 both of the rules
match a part of the plan� The �rst rule matches scan�employee�
 invoking the
computation of TotalTime in the �rst rule� The second rule matches select�c�
salary � �
�
 where c represents the result of the scan and matches R
 and
A matches salary and V matches �

 invoking the three computations of the
formulas� The last computation uses the previous TotalTime result to compute
a new TotalTime result� Note that for both rules
 several formula are missing�
Generic formulas i�e�
 that of the generic cost model� are used in this case�

The rule approach provides a very large advantage to the wrapper implemen�
tor� The presence of free variables in the rule head makes very easy to adjust
the cost precision by writing several rules
 each rule more and more speci�c� Ho�
wever
 the drawback to this expressiveness is the proliferation of query�speci�c
cost rules that tends to slow down the cost estimate process� In other words the
cost rules overriding mechanism should not induce signi�cant workload on the
mediator site� That is why we do not use the standard overriding mechanism
of Java
 but implement our own e�cient one based on kind of virtual tables�

As we mentioned above
 both statistical formulas and cost formulas are
used to estimate the cost of a plan tree�� The cost of the execution of the
plan is determined with a two step bottom�up algorithm� In the �rst step
 each
operator submitted to a remote data source is matched against the rule head
patterns� If the operator name match the rule head
 the binding mechanism
uni�es each variable in the pattern with a corresponding value from the operator
being estimated� Therefore
 two rules may have di�erent matching levels� i�
uni�cation on the collection name� ii� uni�cation on the attribute name� iii�
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uni�cation on the predicate operation and the predicate arguments� In this
case
 we select the most speci�c rule
 with more bound parameters� In case of
multiple rules matching at the same level
 we select the �rst one in the order
given by the wrapper implementor�

� Validation method

Our validation method is based on real experiments with Web data sources� For
our experiments
 we need to de�ne several cost models with di�erent precision
so we can compare them� The precision of a cost model depends on the number
of cost formulas
 on the error rate in evaluating the formulas
 and on the spe�
cialization level of the rules de�ning the formulas� We measure the e�ciency of
each cost model based on its precision�

The most e�cient cost model is the one that yields the execution plan with
the best response time� This is true if the plan having the best cost also has
the best response time� In this case
 we say that the e�ciency of the cost model
is ����� However
 this is not always true� This is false as soon as there is one
plan whose cost is less than that of the plan having the best response time�

Let P be an execution plan
 let CP � be its cost and let T P � be its response
time� we measure the e�ciency of a cost model as follows�

�� We evaluate the cost of the n plans produced by the optimizer� We order
the plans by their cost and obtain the ordered set�

fP�� � � � � Pn such that CPi� � CPj�g � � � i � j � n

Plan P� of lowest cost is denoted by PCmin�

�� We run all execution plans and order them by their response time
 yielding
the ordered set�

fP �
�� � � � � P

�
n such that T P �

i � � T P �
j�g � � � i � j � n

Plan P �
� with lowest response time is denoted by PTmin

�� we de�ne e�ciency Eff as�

Eff � T PTmin��T PCmin�

For our experiments
 we choose rather simple queries which typically arise
when accessing Internet data sources� Thus
 the search space is small enough
to be exhaustively explored and we can easily �nd the plan with best response
time� The e�ciency measured is then independent of the search strategy of the
optimizer�
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� Experimental system

In this section
 we describe our experimental system which is based on Disco

and two bibliographic data sources on the Web� DBLP and ACM� The experi�
mental system is thus made of two wrappers and a mediator�

We chose real document data sources which are available on the Web and
heterogeneous in terms of schema and processing capability� Unlike with a
relational database which would accept all queries expressed on the schema in
SQL
 these data sources accept a limited subset of queries� Thus
 we de�ne
a �nite set of parametric queries representing all the queries which the source
accepts�

We build the wrappers as follows� First
 we analyze the content of the source
to de�ne the data with a relational schema� Second
 we analyze the access
methods supported by the data source� This yields the wrapper speci�cation
in terms of views on the source schema and of parametric queries on the views�
These parametric queries represent the queries which the wrapper accepts from
the mediator�

��� Wrapper for the ACM data source

The ACM Digital Library URL� www�acm�org
dl� has three collections�

� Articleref article
 title
 conference
 year�

� Writingref article
 author�

� Detailref article
 key words
 abstract
 review�

We cannot access directly to collections Article
 Writing
 Detail because
the source does not accept any query on these� However
 the source contains
a materialized view and accepts queries on this view� The materialized view
VA�title
 author
 conference
 year� is de�ned by the query�

VA� select title� author� conference� year

from Article a� Writing e

where a�ref article � e�ref article

The queries accepted by the wrapper on the view VA� have the form�

QA�X� select � from VA�
where predX�

The select predicate predX� of QA�X� must contain the indexed attribute
author� It may also contain the other attributes conference and year� The
grammar of the select predicate based on X � x�� x�� x�� is�
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�pred�X�� �� �compulsory pred�X�� � and �optional pred�X�� ��
�compulsory pred�X�� �� author � x�
�optional pred�X�� �� conference � x� j year � x�

Let fQA��iX�g � i � ��� n� be the set of queries QA��iX� whose predicate
predX� respects this grammar� The set is �nite n � ��� The four queries are�

QA���X�  select�author�x�� VA��

QA���X�  select�author�x� and conf�x�� VA��

QA���X�  select�author�x� and year�x�� VA��

QA���X�  select�author�x� and conf�x� and year�x�� VA��

��� Wrapper for the DBLP data source

The Digital Bibliography � Library Project URL� dblp�uni�trier�de� contains
four collections�

� Publicationref article
 title
 ref conf�

� Writingre article
 ref author�

� Authorref author
 name
 home page�

� Conferenceref conf
 name
 year
 location�

The �rst materialized view VB�title
 author
 conference
 year� is de�ned by
the query�

VB� select p�title� a�name as author�

c�name as conference� c�year

from Publication p� Writing e� Author a� Conference c

where p�ref article � e�ref article

and p�ref conf � c�ref conf

and e�ref author � a�ref author

order by title

The queries accepted on the view VB� are select operations on author or
title�

QB�x� select � from VB�

where author � x

QB�x� select � from VB�

where title � x
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We can also obtain the list of all authors�

QB� select name from Author

The other materialized views are�

� VB�conference
 ref conf�

� VB�ref conf
 year
 ref article�

� VB�ref article
 title
 author��

They are de�ned by the queries�

VB� select distinct conference� f�conference� as ref conf

from VB�

order by conference

VB� select distinct t�ref conf� year�

f�conference� year� as ref year

from VB� a� VB� t

where t�conference � a�conference

order by year

VB� select distinct t�ref year� title� author

from VB�a � VB� t

where t�year � a�year

order by title

The queries accepted by the wrapper on these views are�

QB� select conference� ref conf

from VB�

QB�x� select year� ref year

from VB�

where ref conf � x

QB�x� select title� author

from VB�

where ref year � x

��� Mediator for the bibliographic data sources

The integrated schema is a set of views on the schemas exported by the data
sources� We de�ne the integrated view Pubtitle
 author
 conference
 year� that
is the union of views exported by the adapters�
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Pub
select � from VA�

union

select � from VB�

union

select title� author� conference� year

from VB� v�� VB� v	� VB� v�

where v��ref conf � v	�ref conf

and v	�ref year � v��ref year

At the mediator level
 we can observe that Pub is the union of three queries
that are semantically equivalent� The three queries produce the same result�
This redundancy is used by the optimizer to widen the search space�

� Performance experiments

The main goal of our performance experiments is to show that a specialized cost
model is more e�cient than the mediator generic cost model� In this section
 we
describe the query and execution plans for the experiments and the cost models
of the wrappers and of the mediator� Then we assess the e�ciency of the cost
model�

��� Query and execution plans

Query Q� is a select on three attributes� �what are all publications written in
journal x� since year x� by author x� � 

Q�x�� x�� x�� select �

from Pub

where conference � x�
and year � x�
and author � x�

Query Q� is of the general form�

Qx�� x�� � � � � xn�
select � from R

where R�a� op x�
and R�a� op x�
and � � � and R�an op xn

with op � f�� ���g

The optimizer decomposes the select query in one logical operator with n
select predicates� Then
 the optimizer generates execution plans by distributing
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selections between the mediator and the wrappers� As all the wrappers may be
able to process the selections
 the optimizer generates all the possible distribu�
tion of for each wrapper� Furthermore
 the wrappers may be able to process a
selection on more than one predicate� Then a select operator can be a conjunct
of several predicates�

Let m be the number of wrappers
 the distinct number of plans is �

m � Cn
� ! Cn

� ! � � �! Cn
n � � m � �n

The select predicates of Q� are on attributes conference
 year
 and author�
The optimizer generates �	 plans� The plans PA�� � � � � PA� are accessing the
ACM wrapper� The plans PB�� � � � � PB� are accessing the DBLP wrapper� The
distribution of select operations for plans PA� to PA� is shown in Figure ��The
predicates marked with m are processed by the mediator
 those marked with w
are processed by the wrappers� The distribution of select operations for plans
PB� to PB� is respectively the same as for plans PA� to PA��

� Predicate j Plan � PA� PA� PA� PA� PA� PA� PA	 PA�

conference � x� w m w w m m w m
year � x� w w w w m w m m
author � x� w w w m w m m m

Figure �� Equivalent plans for Q�

The wrappers do not have the capabilities to process all these plans� The
optimizer eliminates plans PA�
 PA�
 PA	
 PB�
 PB� and PB	 which require the
wrappers to perform a select without attribute author which is compulsory�
The optimizer also eliminates plans PB�
 PB�
 PB� because DBLP wrapper can
only perform a selection on the author attribute� The remaining plans are PA�

PA�
 PA�
 PA�
 PB� and PB��

For each plan we detail the work performed by the wrappers� To process
plans PA�
 PA�
 PA�
 PA�
 we submit the queries QA��ipred�X� to the ACM
wrapper� To process plan PB�
 we submit the queries QB�X� to the DBLP
wrapper� To process plan P�
 we submit QB� to the DBLP wrapper and perform
two dependent joins by submitting QB�X� and QB�X� to the wrapper� Each
query submitted to a wrapper is then �ltered by a select at the mediator level�

Let X � �x�� x�� x��
PA�X�  submit�QA���X��

PA�X�  select�conf�x�� submit�QA���X���

PA�X�  select�year�x�� submit�QA���X���
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PA�X�  select�conf�x�� year�x�� submit�QA���X���

PB�X�  select�conf�x�� year�x�� submit�QB�X���

PB�X�  select�author�x��
join�select�year�x��

join�select�conf�x�� submit�QB����

submit�QB��ref conf�����

submit�QB��ref year����

��� Wrapper cost model

We �rst propose a generic cost model which should be simple and e�cient� Then
we extend the generic cost model for the DBLP wrapper with speci�c formulas�

The generic cost model de�nes the cost of a select and of a project� The select
cost function takes into account the indexed access on attribute author� The
other attributes are not indexed� Let jjRjj be the cardinality of the collection R
and jRj be the size of R i�e�
 jjRjj � R�CountObject
 jRj � R�TotalSize�
 the
generic cost model is �

MC� �
CselectPred�R�� TotalSize � jRj � selectivityPred�

TotalT ime � IO � jRj! CPU � jjRjj
Cselectauthor � X�R�� TotalT ime � IO � TotalSize
Cprojatt� R�� TotalSize � jjRjj � jattj

TotalT ime � IO � jRj! CPU � jjRjj

The selectivity of a simple predicate is �xed� The selectivity of a conjunct of
predicates is the product of the predicate selectivities� The generic cost model
is the same for the two wrappers� The coe�cents of the generic formulas are
calibrated for each wrapper�

We observe that the e�ciency of the cost model decreases as the query se�
lectivity increases� Thus
 we complement this cost model with speci�c formulas�
The cost model we obtain has ���� e�ciency independent of query selectivity�
It takes into account materialization and contains cost functions associated with
queries QB�
 QB� and QB��

MC� �
MC� �
CQB�� TotalSize� Dconference

TotalT ime� TotalSize � IO�
CQB�� TotalSize� Dyear

TotalT ime� TotalSize � IO�
CQB�� TotalSize� jVB�j�Dconference �Dyear�

�	



TotalT ime � TotalSize � IO�
with Dconference � ��� Dyear � ��

The distribution of attributes conference and year is uniform� Attributes
conference
 year and author are independent� Therefore
 the cost of queries
QB� and QB� is proportional to the selectivity of predicates conference�x�
and year�x� respectively�

��� Cost model of the mediator

The operations processed by the mediator are select
 project
 hash join and
dependent join� The cost function for communication depends on the minimal
bandwidth between the mediator and the wrappers� The cost of a select depends
on the predicate selectivity� The selectivity of an equality predicate is �

selectivity�att � x� � ��Datt

The selectivity of the other predicates is�

selectivity�att � x� � ��x�min��max�min��
selectivity�att � x� � ��max� x��max�min��

The mediator cost model is�

Cselectatt op X�R��
CountObject � jjRjj � selectivityatt op X�
TotalT ime � IO � jRj! CPU � jjRjj

CdepjoinR�� R�� r��x � r��y��
TotalT ime � R��T otalT ime! jjR�jj�
submitselectR�� r��y � �����T otalT ime

CsubmitQ��
TotalT ime � COM � jQj

��� E�ciency of the cost model

The plan used for execution is chosen among the 	 plans� It is the lowest cost
plan� The �rst optimization uses the generic cost model only� Plan PA� evaluates
lower than all other plans whatever is the selectivity� Plan PA� which is chosen
pushes the three select operations on the wrapper� The second optimization uses
a more specialized cost model with cost functions associated with QB�
 QB�

and QB�� The plan with best cost is PA� or PB� depending on the predicate
selectivity� We compute the value of the selectivity when the costs of PA� and
PB� are equal
 this is for a selectivity of ������
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Figure 	� Response time of plans PA� and PB�

We measure the response time of plans PA� and PB� when the selectivity of
predicate year�X is varying� Figure 	 shows the response times of plans PA� and
PB� according to the selectivity of select on attributes conference and year�

We observe that the value of the selectivity when PA� and PB� have equal
execution time is also ������ The selectivity is the same for the point of equal
cost and for the point of equal response time� This is because the generic cost
model as been accurately calibrated�

With high selectivities � ������
 it is better to perform all select operations
on the wrapper� Both cost models lead to this solution� Thus
 the generic cost
model is as e�cient as the specialized one� For lower selectivity � ������
 it
is faster to perform only the two select operations conference
 year� on the
wrapper� In this case
 the specialized cost model has ���� e�ciency whereas
the generic cost model e�ciency is decreasing� To analyze more precisely this
loss of e�ciency
 we compute the e�ciency of the generic cost model� This is
the response time ratio of the two following plans � i� the plan chosen by the
specialized cost model
 that is PA� for selectivity � ����� and PB� for selectivity
� ������ ii� the plan PA� chosen by the generic cost model for any selectivity�
Figure � shows the e�ciency of the two cost models according to the selectivity
of select on attributes conference and year� For low selectivity x� is set to the
lower bound of the year domain� the generic cost model as a minimal e�ciency
of ����

We now vary the selectivity of predicate author � x�� The response time
of plans PA� and PB� is shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� Relative e�ciency of the cost models

With low selectivity � ����	�
 the response time of plan PA� is less than
that of plan PB�� It is faster to perform all select operations on the wrapper�
The generic cost model has ���� e�ciency� However
 for higher selectivities
� ����	�
 it is better to perform only two select operations on the wrapper� Fi�
gure � shows that the e�ciency of the generic cost model drops as the selectivity
increases� Thus
 we have the inverse result of the previous experiment� This
is because when the selectiviy of predicate author�x� increases
 the size of the
result of accessing the index author�x� increases� However
 for plan PB�
 the
execution time of queries QB�� QB� and QB� remains the same since predicates
conference�x� and year�x� have constant selectivity�

From these two complementary experiments
 we can conclude that the ge�
neric cost model has ���� e�ciency only on the interval �����	
 ������� Outside
this interval
 its e�ciency decreases� The specialized cost model has ���� e��
ciency in all experiments� To maintain such ���� e�ciency
 a su�cient condi�
tion is that the point at which the plans have equal cost and the point at which
the plans have equal response time are the same� This is a transition point that
splits the set of experimented queries in two
 according to the predicate selecti�
vity� This condition is veri�ed for our specialized cost model since the response
times of plans PA� and PB� are linear versus selectivity and �t our model�
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� Conclusion

The Disco project has developed a research prototype of components for sear�
ching and integrating information over distributed heterogeneous data sources�
The target applications of this project are those of Internet and Intranet which
typically require integration of a large number of diverse data sources� Since
each data source generally performs operations in a unique way
 the cost for
performing an operation may vary a lot from one wrapper to another� Disco
addresses this heterogeneous cost model problem through an extensible cost
model integrated within the mediator component�

In this paper
 we have described a validation of this cost model based on
experimentation with Web bibliographic data sources� Our experimental sys�
tem consists of two wrappers for the DBLP and ACM data sources and of a
mediator� Such system provides various access methods and materialized views
which yields various execution plans
 even for simple queries� Using our cost
communication language
 we could precisely de�ne the heterogeneous aspects
of the cost model through rules�

Our experiments have measured the e�ciency of our model for choosing
between two access methods� With linear modeling of access methods
 we can
choose the best plan for any query selectivity except when plans have close
response times� We showed that the generic cost model has ���� e�ciency in
a restricted interval corresponding to low selectivity queries
 for a restricted set
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Figure �� E�ciency of the generic cost model versus the selectivity of author�x�

of queries� Outside this interval
 its e�ciency decreases signi�cantly and a more
specialized cost model is necessary�

In addition to generic formulas
 the specialized cost model contains three
specialized cost formulas for accessing materialized views� Theses formulas are
easily calibrated and do not require much work for the wrapper implementor�
However they are su�cient to yield ���� e�ciency of the mediator cost model�

More complete and detailed experimentation can be found in �Naa���� In
particular it shows that our cost model is a reasonable solution for optimization
of inter�site joins between large data sources in a real hospital application�
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